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Overview of Presentation 

 Content of MIDUS 
 Importance of DDI as Data Management 

 Process of Creating MIDUS DDI Instances 
 Moving from DDI 2 to DDI 3 

 
 



MIDUS (Midlife in the U.S.) 

Baseline: 1995-96 
• Harvard 
• MacArthur Found. 
• N=7,108 
• Twins/Siblings 

 
Followup: 2004-05 
• UW-Madison 
• NIA 
• Expanded content 
• N=4,963 (75%) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read Green text.



MIDUS: Strengths and Complexities 

Multidisciplinary content  
Innovative design  
Multi-site data collection 
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Longitudinal 
Multi-project 
Participation 

M2 Survey 
N=5,555 

Cognition 
N=4,512 

Neuroscience 
n=332 
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n=1,255 

Daily  
Stress 
N=2,022 

n=1,011 

n=1,152 

M1 Survey 
N=7,108 



MIDUS: Strengths and Complexities 

Multidisciplinary content  
Aging as integrated bio-psycho-social process 
Innovative design  
Multi-site data collection 
Wide age range  
25-74 baseline, ≈10 year wave interval 
Multiple sample cohorts 
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MIDUS: Strengths and Complexities 

Multidisciplinary content  
Aging as integrated bio-psycho-social process 
Innovative design  
Multi-site data collection 
Wide age range  
25-74 baseline, ≈10 year wave interval 
Multiple sample cohorts 
Use of data – collaborative philosophy   
450+ publications, top 10 data download (ICPSR) 
 

 
 

 



Old MIDUS 1 Codebook 

MIDUS I MAIN MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE: SECTION A 

   

   Var     Var Name/                   Question/Description                Frequencies 

Position   Question # 

 977 

          SA1   Using a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 means "the worst possible                

                health" and 10 means "the best possible health," how would you rate         

                your health these days? (See "Documentation of Scales.rtf")           

                                                                          Male       Female 

                 0   WORST                                                 2            6   

                 1                                                         4            9   

                 2                                                         6            4   

                 3                                                        31           34   

                 4                                                        54           61   

                 5                                                       134          179   

                 6                                                       172          157   

                 7                                                       433          381   

                 8                                                       622          548   

                 9                                                       278          320   

                10   BEST                                                102          135   

                98   REFUSED/MISSING                                       8           10   

                 .   SYSTEM-MISSING (Did not complete SAQ)               309          243 

                                                                                            



Advantages of DDI/XML 

 Web fodder, online archives, ICPSR support 
 Web standard for data exchange 
 Integrate all electronic documentation 

 XML human and machine-readable, self-describing 
 Interoperabiltiy, no licenses 
 Hierarchical, extensible  

 Learning curve, cost/time efficiencies 
 



MIDUS 2 DDI Codebooks 

UW Implementation 
With Hyperlinks 
ICPSR Implementation  

 

http://midus2.ssc.wisc.edu/
http://staging.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/MIDUS2/
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/SDA/NACDA/04652-0001/CODEBOOK/MDUS.htm


MIDUS DDI 2 Codebooks 

 http://midus1-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/ 

 http://midus2-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/ 

 http://midus2-project2.ssc.wisc.edu/ 

 http://midus2-project3.ssc.wisc.edu/ 

 http://midus2-project4.ssc.wisc.edu/ 

 http://midus2-project5.ssc.wisc.edu/ 

 http://midus2-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/milwaukee/ 

 http://midus2-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/midja/ 

http://midus1-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/
http://midus2-project2.ssc.wisc.edu/
http://midus2-project3.ssc.wisc.edu/
http://midus2-project4.ssc.wisc.edu/
http://midus2-project5.ssc.wisc.edu/
http://midus2-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/milwaukee/
http://midus2-project1.ssc.wisc.edu/midja/


MIDUS DDI 3 Repository 

http://midus.colectica.org/ 

http://midus.colectica.org/


MIDUS Documentation 

Data Files 

Web Codebooks and Documentation 

DDI 2 

Spreadsheets 

Survey Source Code 

PDFs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data FilesMIDUS data are made available in SAS, SPSS, and Stata formats both through the MIDUS web site and through ICPSR. These files contain variable and value labels, and of course they can be used to calculate summary statistics and frequencies.Web Documents and CodebooksThe MIDUS web site provides detailed descriptions for each of its sub-projects, funding sources, links to related materials, and codebooks that contain more extended labels than are found in the SPSS data files. We will want to maintain all this information in the new, standardized documentation.DDI 2Many of these web documents are automatically generated from DDI 2. The MIDUS DDI 2 describes codebook level details such as dataset contents, variable labels, summary statistics, and frequencies. It also has the question text that was used to collect data for each variable.SpreadsheetsMIDUS staff use several spreadsheets to document their data and internal processes.Extended Metadata: �These spreadsheets list variables found in the data and provide longer labels, text of source questions, and other related information.Concept Mapping: These spreadsheets define concepts studied by MIDUS, and associate the concepts with the related variables found in the MIDUS datasets.Translations: These spreadsheets list variables from the main MIDUS studies along with Japanese language question text for the corresponding variables in the MIDUS Japan project.Computer Assisted Interviewing Source Code (CASES)The surveys used to collect the MIDUS data were administered by interviewers using the CASES computer assisted interviewing system. The CASES source code for these surveys is still available, and provides the one true representation of the survey respondents answered, with precise question text and routing instructions.PDF DocumentsMIDUS makes available many documents as PDF downloads. These include information about classification systems, methodological decisions, and more.Putting it all TogetherThis is a lot of stuff, and it’s spread widely across different web sites and organizations. There’s also information that is repeated in different places. There isn’t one source where MIDUS data users can access everything. The goal of this project is to wrap all this information into one package using a standardized metadata model.



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

 Joint project between MIDUS and Colectica 
 Approximately 1 month timeframe 
 Main tool: Colectica 

 Repository 
 Designer 
 SDK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was approximately a one month project.The main tool used to manage the MIDUS DDI 3 upgrade project is Colectica. A MIDUS-specific deployment of Colectica Repository is used as the authoritative source of metadata. Colectica Designer is used to import, create, edit, and synchronize the metadata with the repository.



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

Source DDI 3 Mapping 

Data Files PhysicalInstance, Variable, VariableStatistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MIDUS is currently broken up into two waves: MIDUS 1 and MIDUS 2. MIDUS 1 contains two sub-projects, and MIDUS 2 contains 5 sub-projects. There is also a study called MIDUS Japan (MIDJA), which is a comparable study conducted in Japan.Each of these projects has its own data file, and most of them had existing DDI 2 documentation. This made it very easy to bring in all the data-related information quickly.First, for the projects that did not have DDI 2 file, we created one. This is a two step process using Colectica.Use the Import SPSS feature to load the dataset in Colectica.Use the Export to DDI 2 feature to create the DDI 2 file.Next, we wanted to bring each study’s dataset description into DDI 3. This is another two step process for each project.In Colectica Designer, we used the Import DDI 2 feature to automatically create the corresponding information in DDI 3.Navigate to the dataset view and use the Calculate Summary Statistics feature. As you might guess, this calculates descriptive statistics and frequencies for the entire dataset, and stores them in the DDI 3 metadata.



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

Source DDI 3 Mapping 

Data Files PhysicalInstance, Variable, VariableStatistics 

Web documents and 
Codebooks 

StudyUnit, FundingInformation, OtherMaterial 
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Presentation Notes
The MIDUS web site contains abstracts, funding information, citation information, and more details that give a broad overview of the MIDUS study. DDI 3 provides fields for this information, so we simply copied and pasted the information from the web site into the corresponding fields in Colectica Designer.The advantage of managing this information in Colectica instead of as simple HTML files is that from now on, changes to the information will be tracked as new versions. This results in a full audit log and version history for the MIDUS documentation.The MIDUS web site also linked to codebooks describing each of the MIDUS datasets. These codebooks don’t contain any information that isn’t also found in the DDI 2, data files, or spreadsheets. That makes the codebooks easy to deal with: we just ignored them. A future article will describe how we automatically generated new, more interactive codebooks from the DDI 3 metadata.



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

Source DDI 3 Mapping 

Data Files PhysicalInstance, Variable, VariableStatistics 

Web documents and 
Codebooks 

StudyUnit, FundingInformation, OtherMaterial 

DDI 2 
PhysicalInstance, Variable, QuestionItem, 
VariableStatistics 



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

Source DDI 3 Mapping 

Data Files PhysicalInstance, Variable, VariableStatistics 

Web documents and 
Codebooks 

StudyUnit, FundingInformation, OtherMaterial 

DDI 2 
PhysicalInstance, Variable, QuestionItem, 
VariableStatistics 

Spreadsheets Variable, QuestionItem 
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Presentation Notes
While the SPSS files and DDI 2 contain a decent amount of metadata, MIDUS also has spreadsheets that hold lengthier variable labels, question text, and notes. These are highly structured files where each row has a column for the variable’s name, followed by columns holding the extended information.Since there isn’t an off-the-shelf tool that can merge these custom spreadsheets with the DDI 3 metadata, this step required some custom programming. Using Colectica SDK this was a fairly quick task. Here is a rough outline of the custom program:For each row in the spreadsheet:Read the variable name and retrieve the variable from Colectica RepositoryIf an extended label is specified for the variable, update the variable’s labelIf a description is specified for the variable, set the variable’s descriptionIf question text is specified:Create a new DDI 3 question item with the appropriate textAdd the question to the repositoryAssociate the variable with the new questionFinally, save the updated variable and continue to the next rowAfter processing the spreadsheet, synchronize the changes with the repository



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

Source DDI 3 Mapping 

Data Files PhysicalInstance, Variable, VariableStatistics 

Web documents and 
Codebooks 

StudyUnit, FundingInformation, OtherMaterial 

DDI 2 
PhysicalInstance, Variable, QuestionItem, 
VariableStatistics 

Spreadsheets Variable, QuestionItem 

CAI Source Code Instrument, QuestionItem, ControlConstructSequence 
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Presentation Notes
The MIDUS surveys were conducted using the CASES computer assisted interviewing (CAI) system. Since Colectica Designer supports importing CASES source code, this was a simple step. We just used the Import CASES feature to bring in all the questions and the flow logic of the survey.But what about the questions that were created when we imported from DDI 2 and merged the information from the custom spreadsheets? MIDUS researchers decided that the CAI source code should be canonical when question text differed, since it is the language respondents actually heard or saw. 



Mapping MIDUS to DDI 3 

Source DDI 3 Mapping 

Data Files PhysicalInstance, Variable, VariableStatistics 

Web documents and 
Codebooks 

StudyUnit, FundingInformation, OtherMaterial 

DDI 2 
PhysicalInstance, Variable, QuestionItem, 
VariableStatistics 

Spreadsheets Variable, QuestionItem 

CAI Source Code Instrument, QuestionItem, ControlConstructSequence 

PDF Documents OtherMaterial 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MIDUS web site also links to many PDF documents that contain additional information useful to researchers. Adding these links to the DDI 3 was straightforward with Colectica Designer.Enter the document title, documentation type, and URL in each study’s Related Materials sectionUse the Detect MIME Type feature to automatically set the content type of each document



Resulting Documentation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstration of http://midus.colectica.orgDemonstration of http://dev.midus.colectica.org - prototype from NIH DDI longitudinal data extraction project



Thank you 

Barry Radler – UW-Madison (bradler@wisc.edu) 
Jeremy Iverson – Colectica (jeremy@colectica.com) 

Dan Smith-Colectica (dan@colectica.com) 

midus.wisc.edu 

www.colectica.com 

http://midus.wisc.edu/
http://midus.wisc.edu/
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